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THE EXISTENCE OF THE UNIVERSE
The emergence of the universe in the Qur'an is explained as follows:
"It is the creator of the heavens and the earth from nothing ..."
(Surat al-An'am, 101)
This information given in the Qur'an is in complete harmony with the findings of contemporary
science.
It is within. The final conclusion reached by astrophysics today is the matter and
with time dimensions, in a zero moment, with a big bang
it is that. "Big Bang", originally called "Big Bang" theory,
with the explosion of a single point about 15 billion years ago
proved to occur from absence. The Big Bang theory is the existence of the universe today and
The only scientific topic that is accepted by all scientific circles for its beginning
explanation is.
There is no such thing as matter before the Big Bang. Matter, energy, even time
in an absence environment where it is absent, which can be completely described as metaphysical,
time was created. This great truth revealed by modern physics is 1400 years in the Qur'an.
prior notice is provided.
Dark brown regions background
show radiation. Open
brown areas are cold. Light pink
regions are hot. Dark pink areas are the most
indicates hot places.

Sensitive scanners of the Cobe satellite sent by NASA in 1992
The radiation that is supposed to spread to the entire universe after the Big Bang
He found his remains. The present invention is the fact that the universe was created from nothing
It proved the Big Bang theory with a scientific explanation.
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EXPANSION OF THE UNIVERSE
At a time when astronomy science was not yet developed, 14 centuries
As the universe has expanded in the Holy Qur'an,
It is mentioned:
“We have built the sky 'with great power' and certainly we (him)
expanding it. "
(Surat Zariyat, 47)
The word "sky" in the verse is the space and universe in many parts of the Qur'an.
It is used to mean. It is also used here in this sense. So
In the Qur'an, the universe has been reported to be expansive. Science existed today
the result is the same as reported in the Qur'an.
Edwin Hubble with his giant telescope

Until the beginning of our century, the only view that prevailed in the world of science is that "the
universe is stationary.
it has a structure and has been going on forever. "However,
research, observations and calculations made by today's technology
revealed that the universe had a beginning and was constantly "expanding".
Russian physicist Alexander Friedmann and the Belgian universe
the scientist Georges Lemaitre earlier this century
the universe is in constant motion, and
they theoretically calculated that it was expanding.
This fact is also observational in 1929.
Proved. American astronomer Edwin Hubble
examining the sky with the giant telescope he uses
the stars and galaxies are constantly
He discovered that they were diverging from each other. everything
if it is a universe where it is constantly moving away from each other,
means an ever-expanding universe
It was coming. The universe is expanding, advancing

It became definite with the observations over the years.
But this fact, by no one yet
while unknown, it was revealed centuries ago in the Qur'an.
Because the Qur'an is the creator and judge of the whole universe.
It is the word of Allah.
The universe has always been a big moment since the first explosion.
It is expanding rapidly. scientists
on the surface of a bubble that expands the expanding universe
It is simulation.

Separation of the earth from the skies
Another verse that talks about the creation of the heavens is as follows:
"Do those who disbelieve not see that they (at first) eat with heavens,
while adjacent to each other, We separated them and
We created from water. Will they still not believe? "
(Surat an-Enbiya, 30)
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Representative Big Bang picture above
Seen. God's universe from nothing
revealing once again that it exists
Big Bang, proven by scientific evidence
is a theory. Some scientists Big
To produce alternatives to Bang
studied, but the evidence obtained
A definite in the science world of Big Bang
resulted in acceptance.

"Ratk" translated as "adjacent" of the verse
word in Arabic dictionaries "intertwined, inseparable"
In this case, it means "fused."
This word is used to describe the two substances that make up.
The phrase "separated" in the verse is the Arabic verb "fatk" which means
The verb is splitting and breaking out an object in the form of a "ratk"
means to come out. For example, by sprouting the seed
Its emergence from the soil is expressed in Arabic by this verb.
Now let's look at the verse again. In the verse, the earth and the earth
adjacent, that is, in a state of "ratk"
Mentioned. Then these two leave with the verb "fatk".
So one goes out creating another. Indeed Big
When we remember the first moment of Bang,
we see that it contains all its substance. So everything, even
Even the "heavens and the earth", which has not been created yet,
They are in the "ratk" state. Then this point violently
explodes and in this way the substances become "fatk" ...
Scientific findings in the verse
that they are in complete harmony
We see. These findings, which were reported 14 centuries ago,
Scientific reveal only in the 20th century
it was possible.
ORBITS
When talking about the Sun and the Moon in the Qur'an, each one has a certain trajectory.
It highlighted:
“It is He who creates the night, the day, the Sun and the Moon;
each swimming in an orbit. "
(Surat an-Enbiya, 33)
In another verse, where the sun is not fixed, it is traveling in a certain orbit,
It is reported as follows:
“The sun is also flowing towards a (determined) decision place for itself.
This superior and powerful is the discretion of the knower. ”
(Surah Yasin, 38)
These facts reported in the Qur'an can only be achieved through astronomical observations in our
age.

It understood. Solar, Solar Apex name according to the calculations of astronomy experts
720 thousand km per hour in the direction of Vega Star along a given trajectory
It moves at tremendous speed. This is a rough calculation, the Sun's 17 per day
280 thousand km. indicates that it has come. His attraction system with the Sun
All the planets and moons in it cover the same distance. Also, in the universe
all the stars have a planned movement like this.
In the Qur'an, the whole universe is equipped with such orbits,
It is:
"May the sky be" equipped with roads and orbits in care ".
(Surah Zariyat, 7)
There are about 200 billion galaxies in the universe and an average of 200 billion in each galaxy
stars are found. The planets of many of these stars, and the satellites of these planets
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has. All these celestial bodies have orbits determined with very fine calculations. And
for millions of years, each has a perfect harmony with its own orbit and
flows in order. Apart from these, many comets are also
swims in orbit determined for.
Orbits in the universe do not only belong to celestial bodies. Galaxies are also amazing
they move on planned and affordable orbits at speeds. These movements
During the war, no celestial body collides with one another, its paths do not cross.
Of course, in the time when the Qur'an was downloaded, humanity, like today, millions of space
advanced telescopes to telescopes
technology, modern physics and astronomy. because of
space, as reported in the verse, "equipped with paths and orbits with care"
it was impossible to determine scientifically. But in that age
This truth is clearly notified to us in the downloaded Qur'an; because
The Qur'an is the word of God.
Not much in the universe
multi-tailed
like a star
above
in the picture
Halley seen
tailed
star too
a planned
motion
It has.
His own
specific
orbit
there are and other
sky
body with
together
a flawless
harmony and
in order
in this orbit
movement
It is.
All in the universe
sky
bodies;
planets,
of these planets
satellites,
the stars, even
even the galaxies
very thin
account with
found
orbits
has. That's it
flawless layout
establishing and
continuity
providing, all

created the universe
is God.

WORLD ROUND
“He created the heavens and the earth as a right. Day and night
wraps and covers, day and night
wraps and covers ... „
(Surah Zumer, 5)
The expressions used in the verses of the Qur'an introducing the universe are quite
it is remarkable. Translate as "wrapping" in the above verse
Arabic word is "tekvir". Turkish equivalent of this word,
It is "wrapping an object on something round". (For example Arabic
Verbs containing "round wraps" in dictionaries
This word is used).
In the verse, the night and day are covering each other.
The information given about (repudiation) is also
contains precise information about its format. However and only
Verb expressed in this verse if the Earth is round
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It may occur. So in the Qur'an, which was downloaded in the 7th century,
has been pointed out.
It should not be forgotten that the understanding of astronomy at that time was
He senses. At that time, the Earth was thought to be a flat surface, and all
scientific calculations and explanations were made accordingly. The verses of the Quran are to us
it gives the information we have learned in this century yet. The Quran is the word of God
For describing the universe, the most accurate words possible were used.
PROTECTED CEILING
In the Qur'an, God draws attention to an interesting feature of the sky as follows:
“We made the sky a protected ceiling;
they are turning away from the verses of this. "
(Surat an-Enbiya, 32)
This feature of the sky mentioned in the verse is based on scientific research in the 20th century.
It has been proven.
The atmosphere that surrounds our globe is vital for the continuation of life.
performs functions. Many big and small sky stones approaching the world
dissolves and destroys them and falls on earth to cause great harm to living things.
obstacles.
The atmosphere also filters rays from space that are harmful to living things.
would. The interesting thing is that only the harmless ratio of the atmosphere is visible, that is,
light is that it transmits infrared rays and radio waves. All this for life
are the necessary rays. For example, it is allowed to pass through the atmosphere at a certain rate
ultraviolet rays, plants do photosynthesis and therefore all living things
It is of great importance for their survival. Severe radiated by the sun
most of the ultraviolet rays are filtered through the ozone layer of the atmosphere and
A small amount of life is needed that reaches the earth's surface.
The protective feature of the atmosphere does not remain with them either. Earth, average minus
270 of space
it is protected from the freezing temperature of the cold again thanks to the atmosphere.
The atmosphere allows only the rays necessary for living things to pass to the earth. For example, ultraviolet rays from these rays
reach us at certain rates. This rate is the most important for plants to do photosynthesis and thus to keep all living things alive.
has the appropriate size.
The sky that is about to hit Earth in this representative picture
stones are seen. Celestial stones circulating in space
It could pose a very important danger to our world. But
God is a ceiling that protects the atmosphere with its flawless creation.
It has made. Thanks to this special protection, the sky stones
For most people watching the sky, the atmosphere
it does not have a protective structure. What kind of place does Earth have without this structure?
people do not think that it will happen. Above
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damage to Earth as the majority of it breaks down in the atmosphere
It does not.
pictured is a meteorite falling on Earth opened in Arizona, USA
a giant pit is observed. If there was no atmosphere, this sky
Millions of stones fall to the surface of the earth and the planet
it would become uninhabitable. However, the protective feature of the atmosphere
Thanks to all living things on Earth
They maintained. This, of course, is a
and it is a miracle reported in the Qur'an.

It is not just the atmosphere that protects the Earth from harmful effects. Besides the atmosphere
A so-called "Van Allen Belts" originating from Earth's magnetic field
the layer acts as a shield against harmful rays coming to our planet.
These rays, which are constantly emitted from the sun and other stars, are
has a lethal effect. The name "flare" that occurs frequently in the sun, especially
the energy bursts given, without Van Allen Belts, destroy all life on Earth
is able to handle.
The importance of the Van Allen Belts for our life. Hugh Ross as follows
describes:
The Earth has the highest density among the planets in the Solar System. This
the large nickel-iron core is responsible for a large magnetic field. This magnetic
area creates the Allen Allen radiation shielding layer. This layer
protects the earth from radiation bombardment. If this protective layer
Life on Earth would not have been possible without it. Magnetic field and rocky
The only other planet consisting of regions is Mercury. But the strength of this magnetic field
It is 100 times less than Earth's. Van-Allen radiation shielding layer
It is special to the world.
The energy released in a glare detected in the past years, to Hiroshima
it is calculated that the equivalent of 100 billion atomic bombs thrown.
58 hours after the glow, excessive movements were observed in the hands of the compass, Earth
250 km above its atmosphere, the temperature jumped to 2500 ° C.
In short, on the Earth, against the dangers that surround itself and surround it.
works an excellent system that protects. Here is this protective shield of the Earth sky
its feature has been revealed to us in the Qur'an hundreds of years ago by Allah.
one

Released in the sun glare
energy in understanding the human mind
severe enough to have difficulty: single
a flare, thrown into Hiroshima
100 billion atomic bombs
is equivalent. The world is destructive
atmosphere and energy from Van Allen
It is protected by its belts.
Extremely favorable for live life
out of the atmosphere from Earth,
so when you go out into space it's freezer
a cold is encountered. World,
average -270 degrees of space
from the freezing cold again
thanks to its atmosphere.
Earth's magnetic field
magnetosphere layer, the earth is made of sky stones,
protecting it from harmful cosmic rays and particles
like a shield. Van Allen in the picture above
This magnetosphere layer, also called the belts
Seen. Tens of thousands of kilometers of the world
These generations far away are
from lethal energy from space
Remains.
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All these scientific findings prove that the Earth is specially protected. The important thing is that this protection
This is the fact that it was notified in the Qur'an 1400 years ago with the verse "We have made the sky a protected ceiling".

RECYCLING SKY
In the Qur'an, in the 11th verse of Surat al-Tarik, the "reversible" of the sky
feature is mentioned:
"May the sky be returning."

(Surah Tarik, 11)
The word translated as "backward" in the Qur'an is "translator" or
means "returning."
As it is known, the atmosphere surrounding the Earth consists of many layers. Each
layer has an important task for the benefit of life. Every time it is examined
matter or rays reaching the layer itself back into space or back to earth
It has been understood that it has rotating features. Here the atmosphere layers
Let's examine the rotating feature with a few examples.
For example, the Troposphere layer between 13 and 15 km high, the water rising from the earth
It provides the steam to condense and return to the ground as precipitation.
Radiation and harmful ultraviolet from the Ozonosphere space at a height of 25 km
It reflects its rays and allows them to return to space before they reach the earth.
The ionosphere layer is like a satellite that transmits radio waves from the earth.
by reflecting back to different parts of the earth, radio conversations, radio and
It enables television broadcasts to be watched from long distances.
The magnetosphere layer, on the other hand, is a harmful radioactive emitted from the Sun and
other stars.
it returns particles into space before they reach the earth.
This feature of the sky layers that was discovered recently
it is stated in the Qur'an before that it is the word of God once again
It emphasizes.
For the living life on Earth,
its existence is extremely important. Of water
One of the factors in its formation
one of the layers of the atmosphere
It is the troposphere. Troposphere layer
water vapor rising from the oceans
by intensifying rain on the earth
returns as.
Deadly for life on earth
blocking any rays
the atmosphere layer, the Ozonosphere
It is layer. Ozonosphere layer
harmful cosmic rays, such as ultraviolet
returning to space, these rays
reach earth and vitality
prevents it from damaging.
Every layer of the atmosphere
has useful properties. for example
one of the top layers of the atmosphere
Ionosphere layer, which is a certain
radio broadcast from the center
by reflecting the waves back to the earth
these broadcasts even from long distances
provides perception.

LAYERS OF THE ATMOSPHERE
One of the information about the universe in the verses of the Qur'an is that the sky is seven times
is arranged as:
“It is He who creates all that is on the ground for you.
Then he invaded them into the sky, and they
He is the organizer. And He knows everything. "
(Surat al-Baqara, 29)
“Then he turned to the sky, which was in smoke;
So he completed them as seven skies in two days
and he revealed his command to each sky ... "
(Surat Fussilet, 11-12)
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The world has all the necessary features for life.
It has. One of them is the special that protects living things.
it is the atmosphere that performs a shield task. Today
The atmosphere of the world is lined up in a row
It is known to consist of layers. Atmosphere
exactly as stated in the verse, seven basic
It consists of layers. This is, of course, the Qur'an.
is one of his miracles.

Many in the Qur'an
used in verse
sky word all
expressing the universe
used for
like the sky of earth
also to express
used.
This is the word
Given its meaning,
The sky of the world,
in other words
the atmosphere, 7
from layer
the result of occurrence
out
It stands out.
Indeed today
world
top of the atmosphere
different lined up
the layer
where it occurs
It is known.
Moreover, exactly
in verse
like, exactly seven
basic
The layer ...
In a scientific resource, this issue is explained as follows:
Scientists have discovered that the atmosphere consists of many layers. Layers,
with obvious physical properties, such as pressures and the composition of the gases that create them
they differ from each other ... The closest layer of the atmosphere to Earth
"TROPOSPHERE" is. It makes up 90% of the total mass of the atmosphere ...
The layer on it is "STRATOSFER" ... In the Stratosphere, ultraviolet rays are absorbed.
layer is called "OZONOSFER" ... The layer above the stratosphere
It is called "MEZOSFER" ... There is a "THERMOSFER" on the Mesosphere ... Ionized
gases Another layer called "IONOSFER" inside the Thermosphere
They form ... The outermost layer of the world atmosphere is 450 km. from 960 km. up to
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It extends. This layer is called "EXHAUST".
14 centuries ago, the sky
a whole
when it is thought
In the Qur'an, the sky
composed of layers
come from, moreover this
the number of layers
a miraculous "seven"
format news
It was given.
Contemporary science is
Surrounding our world
the atmosphere is the main
"seven" from the main layer
but that
recently revealed
Laid-back.

Specified in this source
when we count their layers
as reported in the verse of the atmosphere

2nd

exactly 7 layers
we see it occurs:
1- TROPOSFER
2- STRATOSFER
3- OZONOSFER
4- MESOSFER
5- THERMOSFER
6- IONOSFER
7- EXHAUST
Another important miracle on this subject is the 12th verse of Surat al-Fussilet.
It is stated in the statement "He had commanded each of the sky". In other words, Allah
It is stated that he assigned the layer with a certain task. Indeed, earlier
as we see in the chapters, each of the layers we counted above
very vital duties for the benefit of people and all living things on earth
has. From the formation of rains, to prevent harmful rays, radio
from the reflection of the waves to the harmlessness of the sky stones.
the layer has a unique function.
For example, one of these tasks was reported in a scientific source as follows:
The Earth's atmosphere consists of 7 layers. The bottom layer is the Troposphere.
Rain, snow and wind occur only in the Troposphere.
3
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This is impossible to detect without 20th century technology.
the information is clearly reported in the Quran, which was downloaded 1400 centuries ago,
it is a great miracle.
MOUNTAIN MISSION
In the Qur'an, attention is drawn to an important geological function of the mountains:
“We created constant mountains on earth, so that it does not shake them…”
(Surat an-Enbiya, 31)
If you pay attention, in the verse, a feature of mountains preventing shaking on the earth
It is reported that.
Schematic
section.
The mountains have roots quite deep above the soil level.
(EARTH, Press and Siever, p.413)
Pile shekilnedik mountains have roots that are well placed in the soil.
(Anatomy of the Earth, Cailleux, p. 220)
Another picture showing that the mountains resemble piles because of their deep roots. (EARTH
SCIENCE, Tarbuck and Lutgens, p.158)

This fact, which is unknown to any person during the time of the Qur'an,
today it has been revealed as a result of the findings of modern geology. This
According to the findings, the mountains are very large layers that make up the earth's crust.
occurs as a result of their movements and collisions.
When two layers collide, the more durable one goes under the other. Top
the layer rises by curling and forms the mountains. The bottom layer is
Progressing underground, it forms a deep extension downward. So the mountains
as deep as the masses we see on earth, moving underground
There are more extensions. In a scientific source, this structure of the mountains is described as
follows:
"In the mountainous regions where the continents are thicker, the crust of the earth is deeply in
mantle.
get stuck. "
In one verse, this function of the mountains is indicated by making the "pile" analogy:
“We have not made the earth a mattress.
Do you?
Mountains are also piles? "
(Surat Nebe, 6-7)
4

Mountains as above ground
in the depths of the underground
the earth's crust with its extensions

almost different layers
rivets to each other like piles.
Earth's crust is constantly moving
from layers
It is formed. This is the mountains
the riveting feature is extremely
with a mobile structure
fixing the earth's crust
great tremors
obstacles.

Thanks to these features, mountains are located at the junction of the layers of the earth.
reaches over and underground, rivets these layers together. In this way,
fixing the earth's crust on the magma layer or on its own layers
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prevents it from slipping in between. In short, the mountains, the nails that hold the wood together
We can compare.
This fixing feature of the mountains is defined in the scientific literature with the term "isostasis".
The word meaning of Izostasi is as follows:
"Izostasi: ... in geology, the gravitational mountains formed under the surface of the Earth
ensuring the overall balance of the earth's crust by force. "
As can be seen, discovered as a result of modern geological and seismic surveys
A very vital function of the mountains is that in the Qur'an, which was downloaded centuries ago,
It is given as an example of the superior wisdom in his creation. In another verse like this
It is told:
"... In the supply, he left unshakable mountains to shake you ..."
(Surah Lokman, 10)
MOVING MOUNTAINS
In one verse, the mountains are constantly in motion, as they appear,
They are reported as follows:
“Although you see the mountains, you think it is frozen;
whereas they drift like drifting clouds ... „
(Surat an-Neml, 88)
This movement of the mountains, from the movement of the earth's crust they are on
Caused. On the mantle layer, where the earth crust is more dense than itself
it acts as if it is floating. First, Alfred at the beginning of this century
A German scientist named Wegener is the world's first
they were together in their periods, then they were dragged in different directions
He argued that they were separated from each other and moved away.
However, geologists say that Wegener was right 50 years after his death.
They were able to understand in the 1980s. In an article published by Wegener in 1915
As it has been stated, land pieces on earth were formed approximately 500 million years ago.
they were connected to each other, and this big piece of land called Pangaea South
It was located in the pole.
About 180 million years ago, Pangaea split into two. These two drifting in different directions
The first from the giant continent covers Africa, Australia, Antarctica and India
It was Gondwana. The second is composed of Europe without Europe, North America and India.
It was Laurasia. Various in about 150 million years following this division
At times Gondwana and Laurasia were cut into smaller pieces.
These continents, which emerged with the disintegration of Pangaea, are constantly
changing the distribution between the sea, at a speed of several centimeters a year
They are dragged on the surface.
5
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It was discovered as a result of geological researches in the early 20th century.
This movement of the earth's crust is explained in scientific sources as follows:
100 km of earth crust and upper mantle. Earth surface "layer" in thickness
It consists of parts called. Six large layers forming the earth's surface, and
there are countless small layers. According to the theory called "layer tectonics", this

the layers carry the continents and the ocean floor along with the Earth
they move ... The continental movement is 1 to 5 cm per year. is around
It was calculated. As layers move in this way,
changes occur. For example, the Atlantic Ocean is a little more every year.
It is expanding.
Another important point to be noted here is that: God moves the mountains
reported as "drift" in the verse. Indeed, scientists today this
The English term they use for the movement is "Continental Drift", which means "Continental
Drift. "
There is no doubt that this scientific fact, which science has discovered, has been revealed in the
Qur'an.
It is one of the miracles of the Qur'an.
THE SECRET IN IRON
Iron is one of the elements that attract attention in the Qur'an. "Hadid" of the Qur'an
It is stated as follows in the term "Iron":
“... And toughness in himself and for people
We also lowered the iron with (various) benefits ... "
(Surat al-Hadid, 25)
In the verse, the word "lowering" specially used for iron is figuratively
it can be thought of as being given to the service of people. But your word says, "From the sky
taking into account the true meaning of "physically lowering"
it appears to contain an important scientific miracle.
Because modern astronomical discoveries suggest that the iron mine
revealed that it came from giant stars.
Heavy metals in the universe, in the nuclei of big stars
Produced. Our Solar System, on the other hand,
it does not have a structure that it can produce. Iron
but a few hundred million in stars much larger than the Sun.
can occur at temperatures up to degrees. Nova or
The amount of iron in these stars called supernova
Once a certain ratio has passed, the star can no longer carry it and explodes. As a result of this
explosion,
Celestial stones with iron are scattered into space and gravitated to a celestial body.
it travels in the space until it is caught and hit.
As can be seen from all this, the iron mine has not been formed on Earth, the sky stones
from the supernovae, as stated in the verse "To the world
Scientifically determined in the 7th century when the Qur'an was downloaded.
it is clear that it can not be. However, this fact encompasses everything with its infinite knowledge.
It is located in the Qur'an, the word of God.
In addition, the 25th verse of Surat al-Hadid, which is mentioned in iron, is quite interesting.
contains two mathematical codes:
6

7
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"Al-Hadid"
57 of the Qur'an
time is. "Hand
hadid "
the word
in Arabic
numerical value,
so eternal
when calculated
confronting
the number is the same:
"57"
Just "hadid"
numeric word

its value is 26. 26
the number of iron
is the atomic number.
Surat al-Hadid
It is the 57th Sura of the Qur'an,
The word al-Hadid
Numerical in Arabic
the value is 57.
Just "hadid"
numeric word
its value is 26.
Periodic above
also from the ruler
as seen 26
atomic number of iron
Is a number. Superior
mighty
Allah Hadid
Downloaded in Surah
iron in verse
how it formed
both draw attention
the verse contains
mathematical passwords
with a scientific
the miracle to us
shows.

PAIRS IN CREATION
“Because they're finishing up, their own yummy
and all the pairs of things they didn't know
the Creator (Allah) is great. "
(Surah Yasin, 36)
While masculinity is a counterpart to the concept of "couple", it is mentioned in the verse.
The expression "from many things they do not know" contains a broader meaning. Thus
today we encounter one of the meanings of the verse. Article
British scientist Paul Dirac, who revealed that he was created in pairs, in 1933
He won the Nobel Prize in Physics. The present invention, called "Parité,"
It revealed a pair called matter. Anti-matter, opposite of matter
It has features. For example, unlike matter, electrons of anti-matter plus,
protons are also minus charged. This fact is stated in a scientific source
It is:
"... Every particle has an antiparticle at opposite charge. The relation of indecision tells us that these
pairs
that its existence and extinction are occurring everywhere and all at the same time.
show. "8
TIME RELEVANCE
The relativity of time is a scientific fact proven today. But this
the truth emerged at the beginning of the century with Einstein's theory of relativity. HE
Until the time, people thought that time is a relative concept,
they did not know that it could vary. But the great scientist Albert Einstein,
With the theory of relativity, he clearly proved this fact. Your time, mass and speed
it was a dependent concept. No one throughout human history
he had not made it clear.
With one exception; In the Qur'an, information was given that shows that time is relative! This
We can list some verses on the subject as follows:
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“They want you to bring the punishment back and forth; God,
it does not strictly oppose its promise. Truly, one day in the sight of your Lord,
It is like a thousand years of what you are counting. "
(Surat al-Hajj, 47)
“He evolves and organizes everything from sky to earth. Then (works) your
He rises to Him on a thousand-year day you are counting. "
(Surah Prostrate, 5)

“Angels and Spirit (Gabriel), to him, whose duration is fifty thousand years
can come out in a day. "
(Surat Mearic, 4)
Beginning to be downloaded in 610
So clearly in the Qur'an
the relativeity of time is mentioned
that it is a Divine book.
is another proof.
Time is a concept that depends entirely on perceiving. Same time
While it may seem long to one person, it can be quite short for someone else.
Clock to find out which one is making the right guess,
resources such as calendar are needed. Time without these
It is impossible to make an accurate prediction about.

SIZE IN RAIN
Another information about the rain in the Qur'an is that rain
It is that downloaded. It is stated in Surah Zuhruf as follows:
"That He lowered water from the sky with a certain amount,
he 'resurrected (and spread life all over it) with a dead hometown with him';
You will also be removed (from your graves). "
(Surah Zuhruf, 11)
This measure in the rain was also determined by research in our age. the measurement
According to this, 16 million tons of water evaporates from the earth in one second. In a year this
the amount reaches 505 trillion tons. This is also rain falling on Earth in a year
The amount is. In other words, water is rotating "on a scale" in a constant balance.
The continuation of life on earth is also provided by this water cycle. Human having
never use this loop artificially
It can not perform.
Even if there is a slightest change in this amount, a big
ecological imbalance will arise, which will bring the end of life. But
this is never the case; rain, as reported in the Qur'an, every year on earth
continues to descend the same amount.
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Every year
the sky
evaporating and
again
earth
as rain
falling water
the amount of
is "fixed": 16
million tons. This
fixed amount
Kuranda
"a certain
amount of water "yun
heaven
Lowering
as news
It is given.
Ecological
of balance and
because of
Your life
maintenance of
in providing
of this amount
constant
being
last importance
degree
It is great.

THE FORM OF RAIN
How the rain was formed was a secret for people for a long time. However, the weather radar
After discovering, the stages through which the rain is formed is certain
won.

Accordingly, the rain occurs through three phases: First, the rain
Its "raw material" is ventilated. Then clouds form and finally
rain droplets appear.
What is said about the formation of rain in the Qur'an is exactly these processes.
Tend to. One verse gives the following information about this formation:
“Allah sends the winds so that a cloud lifts it.
if he wishes, he spreads it in the sky and makes it piecemeal; its finally
you see the rain flowing through it. Finally own
When they give whatever they want from their servants, they immediately become delighted. "
(Surat al-Rum, 48)
Let's examine the three phases expressed in the verse technically.
STAGE 1: "God sends the winds ..."
The myriads caused by foaming in the oceans
air bubble is constantly appearing and water
the particles are constantly rushing into the sky.
These pellets, rich in salt, later
carried by the winds and upward in the atmosphere
they take the road. This little called an aerosol
particles called a "water trap"
water rising from the seas with the mechanism
With the foaming in the oceans in the above drawing
water particles formed to be thrown into the sky
Seen. This is the first in the formation of the rain
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tiny drops of vapor in their environment
form the cloud drops by collecting them.
STAGE 2: "... so how does a cloud remove it?
if he wishes, he would spread it in the sky and smash it
Makes ... "
Salt crystals or dust particles in the air
clouds due to water vapor condensing around
It occurs. The water droplets in them are very small
(0.01 to 0.02 mm diameter) in the air
they hang and spread to the sky. So the sky
covered with clouds.
It is the phase. Water in the clouds formed after that
droplets will hang in the air and they
will concentrate to form rain. Of these stages
all are fully reported in verses.

STAGE 3: "... you finally see the rain flowing through it."
Water particles coming together around salt crystals and dust particles are thoroughly
they form the raindrops by concentrating. So a heavier than air
Drops coming to the location leave the cloud and fall to the ground in the form of rain
They begin.
As can be seen, every stage in the formation of the rain, in the verses of the Qur'an
It is reported. Moreover, these stages are explained in the correct order. world
As in many natural events, God gives the most correct explanation in this,
moreover, this announcement is made to people with the Qur'an centuries before its discovery.
In another verse regarding the formation of the rain, the following information is given:
"Didn't you see that Allah's clouds continue, then
it unites them, and then stacks them together;
so you can see the rain flowing through them.
The mountains (like clouds) full of heaven bring down it,
he hits whatever he wishes, and turns him whatever he wishes; of lightning
its glow will almost dazzle and take away. "
(Surat an-Nur, 43)
Small pieces of cloud (cumulus
clouds) by the winds
are pushed from where they are and

they merge, that is, the phrase in the verse
with "... Allah's clouds are ongoing,
then
It combines ... "it is.

Scientists doing research on cloud types
faced with surprising results regarding the formation of rain.
Rain clouds within a certain system and stages
is formed and shaped. One of the rain clouds
The formation stages of cumulonimbus type clouds are scientifically
It is as follows:
STEP 1, Drift: Clouds are located by winds
They are pushed from the ground, that is, driven.
STEP 2, Merger: This little pushed by the wind
size clouds (cumulus) merge where they drift, new
creates large clouds.
STEP 3, Accumulation: After small clouds merge, large
The upward traction force in the cloud increases. the cloud
the pull up force in the center is more than the pull on the sides
it is strong. These updrafts are vertical of the body of the cloud
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causes it to grow. So the clouds go up
it expands and stacked on top of each other. This has grown vertically
towards the cooler parts of the atmosphere of the body of the cloud
causes it to grow. Here at this point the atmosphere is cool
In the regions, drops of water and hail begin to grow in the cloud.
As a result of these stages, water and hail drops - the power of up-pull them
too heavy to support - when they get heavy, rain from clouds, hail, etc.
They start to fall. 10
It should be noted that meteorologists are concerned with cloud formation, structure and function.
using the advanced equipment (aircraft, satellite, computer etc.)
They have learned. It is evident that in these verses, Allah told us 1400 years ago.
It gave information that was not known.
(A) Separate small pieces of cloud (cumulus clouds) (B) Small
in the bigger cloud that comes together when the clouds come together
pulls up so that the clouds stack up.
Upwards
expanding top
stacked
clouds vertical
as they grew up
for the atmosphere
cooler
towards
They reach.
The atmosphere is cool
water in the regions
and full drops
begins to grow. Heavily water drops from the cloud
rain, hail etc. begins to fall. That's it
Scientific fact 14 centuries ago in the 43rd verse of Surat an-Nur:
"... and then piles them up so that,
you see the rain flowing through them ... "
has been reported by Allah.

VACCINATING WINDS
The "vaccination" feature of the winds in one verse of the Qur'an and consequently
It is noted that rain has formed:
"And the winds as inoculants
so we sent water from the sky
We downloaded and watered you ... "
(Surat al-Hijr, 22)
Note that the first step in the verse is the winds.
It is drawn. However, until the beginning of this century, rain with wind
The only relationship between them was known as the wind dragging the clouds. Modern

meteorological findings, on the other hand, "inoculating" role in the formation of winds rain
showed that they were playing.
This grafting feature of the winds takes place as follows:
Numerous weather on the surface of the oceans and seas at any time due to foaming
bubble is formed. As soon as these bubbles burst, one-hundredth of a millimeter
they throw thousands of particles in the air into the air. These particles called "aerosol",
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by mixing with the dust coming from the land by the winds, to the upper layers of the atmosphere
moved. Particles carried by the winds to such heights, here with water vapor
touches. The water vapor also accumulates around these particles and condenses
turns into droplets. These water droplets first come together to gather the clouds
creates, after a while descends to the earth as rain.
As you can see, the winds are free from water
"inoculates" them with the particles they carry so that the formation of rain clouds
It provides.
If the winds do not have this feature, the water droplets in the high atmosphere have no
time would not occur and there would be no such thing as rain.
The important point here is that this critical task of the winds in the formation of rain
It is stated in the Qur'anic verse centuries ago. And people's natural events
in an era they knew almost nothing about ...
Side
in the picture
wave
formation
steps
There görülmük.
Waves of water
blowing on
winds
thanks to
It occurs.
by winds
water together
particles
circularly
movement
begins to.
This move
a short time
then back
back
added
waves
will create and
wave with
formed together
air
bubbles
up
It will spread.
That's it
the rain
the occurrence
is the first stage.
This formation
in verse
inoculants
as
winds
sending
and thanks to this
water from the sky
download it
in the form of news
It is given.
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THE SEAS DO NOT MIX

The seas, very recently by researchers
One feature that has been identified is as follows in Surah Rahman
Notified:
“Two seas to meet each other
He released. There is an obstacle between the two;
they don't cross each other's border. "
(Surah Rahman, 19-20)
Opened to each other but the waters never mix with each other
This feature of the seas reported in the verse, ocean scientists
It was discovered very recently by. "Surface
tension "due to a physical force called" neighbor
It was revealed that the waters of the seas did not mix. the sea
surface tension caused by different densities, almost a
prevents water from mixing like walls.
11th

Satellite from the Strait of Gibraltar
taken photo

Of course, the interesting thing is that people are neither physics nor surface tension, nor
in a time when they were not aware of ocean science,
is reported.
In the Mediterranean and Atlas
Big waves in the ocean,
strong currents and tides
has. The water of the Mediterranean,
Atlas in the Strait of Gibraltar
It meets the ocean. But this
the result of the encounter
temperature, salinity and density
features do not change. Because two
an invisible between the sea
there are limits.

DARK AND INNER WAVES IN THE SEAS
“Or (the deeds of those who disbelieve) are like darkness in a vast sea; her
a wave covers it, a wave above it, and a cloud above it.
Some part some part
darkness on it; When he pulls out his hand, he will almost not even see him. God
Whoever did not give light, there is no light for him anymore. "
(Surat an-Nur, 40)
The general environment in the deep seas is described in the book "Oceans" as follows:
Today we know that darkness in deep seas and oceans,
approximately 200 m. and in deeper places. At this depth,
there is almost no light. At depths below 1000 m.
It is no longer possible to come across light in any way.
12
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Today, the general geographical structure of a sea, the characteristics of living creatures in it,
In addition to information such as salinity, the amount of water it contains, its surface area and
depth
It is also possible to obtain information. Produced using today's technology
vehicles such as submarines and various special tools are used to access this information.
they are important intermediaries.
Made with today's technology
According to the measurements 3-30% of sunlight
reflected on the sea surface. Top 200
If the light spectrum is blue
7 colors with the last light
all absorbed sequentially.
no longer in the depths below
possible to come across light
1400 years to this scientific reality
first in the Surah Nur of the Quran,
Attention was drawn in verse 40.

A person is deeper than 40 m without these tools.
it is almost impossible to dive. However a
200 m from the oceans without human help. around

It is also possible to live in the depths of the dark.
It is not. So scientists have been
They discovered detailed information very recently. Whereas
"The dark of the vast seas" in the verse in Surat an-Nur
The statement was reported 1400 years ago.
Because of no technology, people
at a time when there were no tools to dive into
Of course, such information was given in the Qur'an.
is one of his miracles.
However, it is stated in the 40 verse of Surat an-Nur
"… It looks like darkness in a vast sea;
it occupies a wave, a wave above it, a wave above it
there is cloud… " is another scientific in the Qur'an.
points to the miracle:
Scientists recently "different
density between layers of density
inner waves occurring on their interfaces
They found that. Inner waves of the sea and
it covers the depths of the oceans because
deep seas than water on them
they have a lot of densities. Inner waves surface
acts like waves. Like surface waves
they can also break. Inner waves, through the human eye
invisible, but temperature in a particular area
and when the salinity changes are examined
waves are noticeable.
The above expression with the expressions in the verse
they are completely parallel to each other.
A person without researches
but on the surface of the sea
can know the existence of waves. These
occurring in the sea outside
to be aware of fluctuations
It is not possible. But in Surat an-Nur
God is the second in the depths of the seas
drew attention to a waveform. Of course, scientists recently
this truth they discovered once again reveals that the Qur'an is the word of Allah.
It also illustrates.
13
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A REGIONAL SHAPING OUR MOVEMENTS
"No; If he does not put an end to this (this attitude), he will
we will grab it by its rivet and drag it; He is a liar, sinful forehead. "
(Surat Alak, 15-16)
The definition of "get liar, sinful" in the verses above is extremely
it is remarkable. Because the researches made in recent years, get front of the skull
It showed that the region has a part of the brain that manages some activities.
1400 years ago, information about this region and its mission, which was noted in the Qur'an
today's scientists have been able to explain in the last 60 years.
When looking inside the skull and the front of the head, the forehead region of the brain will be seen.
Researches in physiology about the functions of this region
information obtained as a result of the book Essentials of Anatomy and Physiology
It goes as follows:
"Get motivation, planning foresight and initiation of movements
It occurs in the frontal forehead (cerebrum), which is the anterior part of the lobes.
This is a region of my corps (union) cortex ... "
The book also includes the following statements about this region:
14

"Along with his interest in the movement,
that aggression is also a functional center
is thought… "
As can be seen from these explanations, the frontal region of the brain,
planning, motivation and good or bad moves
about starting, telling lies or truth
conducts all of the activities. Alak as seen
With the phrase "take the false sinner" in Surah
the above definition shows a great parallelism. The last of the scientists
Such scientific facts they discovered in sixty years have
people were first informed by Allah.
BIRTH OF HUMAN
In the Qur'an, when people are called to faith, quite different topics are mentioned. God,
sometimes the heavens, sometimes the earth, sometimes animals and plants
shows evidence. Again in many verses, people turn to look at their own creation.
It is advised. How man came to the earth, what stages he went through, and the basics
What is the item is often reminded. For example, in a verse it is said:
“We created you, will you still not certify? Now
Have you seen the semen you poured into the (womb)? You guys
Are you creating or are we creative? "
(Surat Al-Faqa, 57-59)
15
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The creation of man and its miraculous feature are emphasized in many more verses. But
there is such information among these emphases that these people lived in the 7th century
are the details he would never know. Here are some of them:
1) Man is not from the whole of the semen fluid but rather from a very small part of it.
(from sperm) is created.
2) The male determines the gender of the baby.
3) The human embryo sticks to the mother's uterus like a leech.
4) Man develops in three dark regions in the womb.
In the century in which the Qur'an was downloaded, people surely have the basic substance of birth
sexual
they knew that it was about the semen from the man after the intercourse. the Children
an average of 9 months to be observed easily, research to know
was a subject that did not require. However, the information we have listed above is
was above the level of knowledge. These are only possible by 20th century science.
It was discovered.
Let's examine this information in order.
A drop from the menu
In the picture above
pouring semen can be seen.
250 million thrown from men
a little as much sperm
the amount to reach the egg
Success. Will fertilize the egg
who managed to survive if possible
Only up to 1000 sperm
is one. All of man
not from the menu, but from the menu
a very small inside
consists of parts,
In the Qur'an,
a drop of water "
notified.

A Drop From the Menu
An average of 250 at a time from a man during sexual intercourse
million sperm are discarded. Until the sperm reach the egg,
they have a hard journey in their body. 250 million on this journey
Only a thousand of sperm manage to reach the egg. Five minutes
half salt at the end of the race that will end later

sized egg accepts only one of the sperm
you will. So the essence of man is not the entire sine, but smaller than him
is a part. This truth is explained in the Qur'an as follows:
“Human beings will be left 'alone and irresponsible'
Does he think? Himself, a drop from the drained menu
Wasn't it water? "
(Surah Doomsday, 36-37)
If we pay attention, in the Qur'an, it is not the whole of the human
the news that it was made from a small piece taken from it
It is given! The special emphasis in this statement, but modern science
The truth explanation discovered by the expression is the Divine
is evidence that there is a source of information.
MIX IN THE MENU
Mix in the Menu
Nutritious fluid called semen and carrying sperm is only from sperm
It does not occur. On the contrary, semen consists of a mixture of different liquids. These fluids,
possessing the sugar to meet the energy needed by the sperm, the base
neutralizing the acids at the entrance of the mother's womb with its feature
They have duties such as providing a slippery environment.
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Interestingly enough, when talking about semen in the Qur'an, this is what modern science reveals.
the truth is also pointed out and the semen described as a "chaotic" liquid
It is:
“Surely We created man from a complex drop of water. Him-her-it
We're trying. We made him hearing and seeing."
(Surat an-Man, 2)
In another verse, it is pointed out that semen is a mixture.
It is emphasized that the mixture was created "from the core":
“He makes everything he creates the most beautiful and creates a human
is from mud. Then his lineage from a core
made of water. "
(Surah Prost, 7-8)
The Arabic word "sulala" translated here as "essence" is the best part of the essence or thing
means. It means "part of a whole", whatever it is taken. This
The situation is the word of the Quran, a Will that knows the creation of man to the finest detail.
clearly shows that This Will belongs to God who created man.
In the Qur'an, masculinity and femininity are created from "the semen poured into the womb".
It has been reported. However, until recently, the mother cells of gender
It was thought to be determined by. This knowledge given in the Qur'an
He discovered it in the 20th century. With regard to the creation of man in the Qur'an
similar centuries ago it was reported.
GENDER OF BABY
Gender of the Baby
Until recently, humans were born by the mother cells of the sex of the baby.
they thought it was determined. Or at the very least, the cells from the mother and father
they were supposed to determine gender together. However, in the Qur'an there is a different
information is given and masculinity and femininity are created "from the semen in the womb"
It has been reported:
(Surat Necm, 45-46)
The accuracy of this information given in the Qur'an, genetics and microbiology sciences
It has been scientifically proven with the development. Gender is completely male
determined by incoming sperm cells, the woman has no role in this work
it turned out that
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The factor in determining gender is chromosomes. Determining the human structure 46
Two of the chromosomes are called sex chromosomes. These two chromosomes
XY is defined as male and XX as female. The reason for that is in question
is that chromosomes look like these letters. Y chromosome is masculinity and X chromosome is
carries femininity genes.
The formation of a human, these chromosomes located in pairs in men and women
It starts with the merger of each. Woman is divided into two during ovulation
Both parts of the germ cell carry the X chromosome. However, it is divided into two
The germ cell produces two different sperms, including X and Y chromosomes. Women
If the X chromosome found is combined with the sperm containing the X chromosome in the male
will be the baby girl to be born. If it merges with sperm containing the Y chromosome, this time
the child to be born becomes a man.
So the sex of the child to be born, which of the chromosomes in the man
depends on how it will merge with its egg.
Undoubtedly, none of them until the science of genetics appeared, that is, until the 20th century.
It was not known. On the contrary, in many cultures, the female body of the sex of the child to be
born
The belief that he was determined by was widespread. For this reason, women who gave birth to girls
He condemned.
Whereas in the Qur'an, this superstition was taught to people 13 centuries before the discovery of
genes.
a refusal was given, the origin of the sex is not the woman but the semen from the man
reported to be.
X chromosome is female, Y chromosome is female
It has the characteristics of masculinity. Mom
female sex only in the egg
X chromosome that determines.
In the menu from the father, both X and
sperm carrying the Y chromosome
located. So the sex of the baby
sperm that fertilizes the mother's egg
To carry the X or Y chromosome
It depends. So as stated in the verse
determining the gender of the baby,
is the semen from the father. the Qur'an
in the century it was downloaded
this knowledge, which cannot be known,
Proving that it is the word of Allah
is one of the proofs.

RAHME HANGING HOLDER
"Alak" Hanging on the Womb
To examine the information given by the Qur'an about the formation of man
when we continue, with some very important scientific miracles
We encountered.
When the sperm from the male and the egg in the woman are combined, they will be born
the baby's first essence is formed. As "zygote" in biology
This single cell, defined, will divide and multiply in no time
and it will become a small piece of "meat".
However, the zygote does not achieve this growth in vacuum. Uterus
Baby in the womb,
in the first stage of its development
from her mother's blood
uterus to be fed
clinging to the wall
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It hangs on its wall. Thanks to the extensions it has,
Like roots that settle, it sticks here. Thanks to this bond, its development
It can absorb the substances it needs from the mother's body.
Here, a very important miracle of the Qur'an appears. God
In the Qur'an, talking about the zygote that started to develop by holding on to the mother's womb
while using the word "related":
“Read in the name of the Creator Lord. He is a human
16

created. Ok, the Lord has the greatest charity. "
(Surat Alak, 1-3)
The meaning of the word "Alak" in Arabic means "hanging on somewhere
Well, the word actually sticks to the skin and
used for sucking leeches.
Undoubtedly, the developing zygote in the womb is described with this feature.
using a word that says, Allah, the Lord of the Worlds,
It proves once again that it has been downloaded by.
in a zygote state.
A meat in the picture above
part of
zygote is seen.
Of modern embryology
this formation that he detected
In the Qur'an, "hanging on"
meaning, to the skin
leeches that cling to blood
Also used for "related"
14th century
previously a miraculous
It has been reported.

MUSCLE WRAPPING THE BONES
Wrapping Bones with Muscle
Another important information reported in the verses of the Qur'an is that
formation stages. In verses, bones are formed first in the womb, more
then it is reported that the muscles appeared and surrounded these bones:
“Then we created that drop of water as a related (cell group);
then we created that ala as a piece of chewy meat; then he
we created the chewed meat piece as a bone; so meat on bones
Clothed; then we built it with another creation. Most of the creators
How beautiful is Allah, who is beautiful. "
(Surah Believer, 14)
The branch of science that studies the development of the womb is embryology. And embryology
In the field, until recently, bones and muscles appeared together and developed.
it was believed. That is why some people have been using these verses for a long time.
He claimed that he had fallen. However, thanks to the developing technology, more advanced
microscopic examinations are completely accurate to those reported in the Qur'an.
revealed that.
These microscopic examinations show that in the womb,
an improvement as described in the exact verses takes place. Prior to
cartilage tissue in the embryo ossifies. Then the muscle
cells are selected from the tissue around the bones and come together
and it wraps around the bones. This means "Developing Human"
It is described as follows in a scientific publication named "Evolving Human":
First ossification as a continuation of cartilage at 6th week
occurs in collarbone. Long at the 7th weekend
Development in the womb
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ossification has also started in the bones. Bones continue to form
while muscle cells are selected from the tissue surrounding the bone, muscle
They make up their mass. This is how the muscle tissue
it decomposes to the anterior and posterior muscle groups.
17

completing baby
bones of a certain period
then he is surrounded by muscles.

In short, the formation stages of man described in the Qur'an, modern embryology
is in full agreement with its findings.
Many of the development of man in the womb
stage is reported in the Qur'an. Muminun
Mother, as reported in verse 14 of Surah
cartilage as the first stage of the embryo in the abdomen
tissue ossifies. And then these bones

It starts to be surrounded by muscle cells.
May this development be said, "... then chew it
we created the piece as a bone; thus
we put meat on bones ... "
described in the way.

THREE PHASES OF BABIES IN THE WOMEN
Baby's Three Phases In The Uterus
In the Qur'an that man was created with a three-step creation in the womb
It is reported:
“... you in your mothers belly, in three darkness, from a creation
then (another) creates (transforms) into creation. Request
This is Allah, your Lord, the property is His. Other than Him
They do not. Yet how are you translating? "
(Surah Zumer, 6)
Notice that in the verse, in the mother's womb, there are three different
It is pointed out that it occurred at the stage.
Indeed, modern biology today is embryological in the womb of the baby.
revealed that its development took place in three different periods. Medicine today
In all embryology books taught as textbooks in their faculties, this subject
It is among the most basic information. For example, basic reference on embryology
This is true in one of his books, "Basic Human Embryology".
is expressed:
Life in the womb consists of 3 STAGES; preembryonic (first 2.5 weeks), embryonic (8.
by the end of the week), and fetal (from the 8th week to the birth).
These stages, which are defined as "trimester", that is, "three terms" in the medical language,
it includes different stages of development. The main features of these three stages of development
are briefly
It is as follows:
- Preembryonic stage:
In this first phase, commonly referred to as "1st trimester", the zygote multiplies by dividing, a
Once it becomes a mass of cells, it embeds itself into the wall of the uterus. cells
As they continue to multiply, they are organized in 3 layers.
18
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Embryonic stage:
The second phase, also known as "2nd trimester", lasts for a total of 5.5 weeks.
is called "embryo" throughout. At this stage, from the cell layers
the basic organs and systems of the body emerge.
Fetal stage:
When the period called "3rd trimester" of pregnancy is entered, the embryo is no longer
It is called "fetus". This period starts from the eighth week of pregnancy
and lasts until birth. The distinguishing feature of the previous period is the face and hands of the
fetus
and it is a living creature with a distinctive, human appearance. the period
3 cm at the beginning. Despite being tall, all its organs have emerged. This period
It takes up to 30 weeks and development continues until the week of birth.
This information about the development of the mother's womb can only be achieved with modern
technological tools.
It was obtained by observations. However, as can be seen, this information
Like many other scientific facts, miraculously, news in the Qur'anic verses
It is given. A humanity has no detailed knowledge of medical issues
During the period, such detailed and accurate information was given in the Qur'an, of course.
It is clear evidence that the Qur'an is not a human word, but a Word of Allah.
In the 6th verse of Surah Zumer, in the womb of man,
occurs in three phases that differ from one to the other
It is pointed out. Really today
modern embryology, the baby's womb
that embryological development takes place in three different periods
showed.

MOTHER MILK

Breast milk can be used for the baby's nutritional needs.
to relieve and protect the baby from possible infections
It is a unique blend created by God. Nowadays
Even baby food prepared with technology is miraculous
cannot replace food.
The benefits of breast milk for baby are increasing day by day.
emerges more. The new science related to breast milk
One of the facts he discovered is that the baby is breastfed for 2 years.
is extremely beneficial to feed throughout.
Allah tells us this important information that science has just discovered.
(separating from milk) is in two years ... "14 centuries ago
She reported.
“We advise one's parents (treating them with kindness)
We have. Her mother carried her with difficulty (on her stomach) on difficulty. Her
(weaning) is within two years. "To both me and your parents
Thank goodness, the return is only a ban. "
(Surat Lokman, 14)
IDENTITY IN FINGERPRINT
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In the Qur'an, it is very easy for God to resurrect people after death.
When describing, people are especially attracted to the fingertips:
"Yeah; even compiling his fingertips - (again)
we are able to put it in order. "
(Surah Doomsday, 4)
It is extremely wise to emphasize the fingertips in the verse.
Because all people's fingerprints are completely private. That
The fingerprint of every person living on Earth
It is different. Moreover, people who have lived throughout history
It is different.
That's why fingerprinting is a very important "identity"
card "is counted and used for this purpose all over the world.
But the important thing is that the feature of the fingerprint
that was discovered towards the end. Before that, people
fingerprints as lines with no features or meaning
He has seen. But in the Qur'an, even anyone's attention at that time
fingerprints are highlighted and these marks are only
attention is drawn to the importance noticed in our age.
Including identical twins
that every person
fingerprint is unique.
In other words, people
ids at your fingertips
It is encrypted. This encryption
system today
barcode being used
liken to the system
It is possible.

SCIENTIFIC VERSES
SUPPORT FOR SCIENTIFIC AND SCIENTIFIC ACTIVITY:
FIRST VERSION -ALAK / 1-5. O Muhammad! READ in the name of your Lord, who created man
from clotted blood!
READ! Rabbin, who teaches with PEN, informs man that he does not know, has the greatest kerem.
ZÜMER / 9- Say: Would anyone ever know who knows?
FATIR / 28- Only scholars are afraid of Allah among His servants.
BAKARA / 269- Whoever has been given wisdom, undoubtedly he has been given a lot of charity.
the owners receive signatures.
HADİS-İ SHERIFFS:
"Obtaining knowledge is a must for every Muslim woman and man."
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"To anyone who turns to seek knowledge, Allah makes the path of heaven easier."
"Certainly, scholars are the heirs of the prophets."
"Wisdom (knowledge) is the lost property of the believer, wherever he finds him."
"Learning science is obligatory from cradle to grave."
“The ink of the scholar in judgment is heavier than the blood of the martyr in Mizan.”
"The sleep of the scholar is better than the worship of the ignorant."
"Science, go and get it, even in China."

* Some Good Words Explaining the Relationship between Science and
Religion:
"Science, humanity, telegraph, electricity, diagnosis and treatment of a
number of diseases
He gave his remedies. Religion also provides the spiritual calmness and
moral mobility in individuals.
would.
Science and religion are two real keys that we use to open the treasures
of the universe.
Man benefits from knowledge, but lives with religion. "
(William James)
"Every formula that expresses a law of nature is a Divine praising God."
(Maria Mitchell)
"Anyone who is seriously engaged in science, regardless of its field,
He will read the following inscription on the door of the temple:
"Believe!" Faith, the man of knowledge
It is an indispensable feature. "
(Max Planck)
"The belief in the Creator of the Universe is the strongest and most noble
of scientific research.
it is its driving power. "(Albert Einstein)
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"Religion without religion is blind, and religion without religion is lame."
(Albert Einstein)
"Science and religion do not hate each other (do not deny each other),
they know that because they complement.
one of them is the light of the mind, the other is the light of the heart
(heart). And what a human mind alone
nor is it just heart. But it is an intelligent and energetic being.
Religion without religion may satisfy the mind, but surely the heart will
darken. Thus
unscathed religion also radiates spirit and heart, but leaves the mind in
the dark.

Consequently, the goodness and benefit of humanity, lonely knitting as
what it is today
neither is it to be connected, nor is it to embrace religion alone as in the
middle times. But
is to have both. "
(Ali Fuad Başgil)
"The scholars, who study the creatures of Allahu Ta'ala,
they understand better than anyone. "
(Fahreddin-i Razî)

SCIENTIFIC VERSES
UNIQUE BALANCE IN THE ENVIRONMENT:
KAMER / 49- Certainly, we have created everything according to a measure.

RA'D / 8- Everything is in a measure in his sight.
-LOCATION OF THE LOCATION WITH GOK:
ENBİYA / 30-Those who are unbelievers, did not see that we separated them when the earth was
adjacent to the sky.
We created everything with life from water. Don't they still believe it?
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ROUND OF THE WORLD:
ZÜMER / 5- He created the heavens and the earth with truth, wrapping the night over the day
(spherical
wrapping), wrapping the day over the night. He made the sun and the moon at his disposal, each with
a certain
until it flows. It is well known that He is very powerful and forgiving.
NEML / 88- You see the mountains standing frozen in place, whereas they pass like clouds.

-GORROWS 'DIRECTIONS:
ENBİYA / 33- It is He who creates night, day, sun and moon.
Each of them travels in its own apartment.
YASİN / 38- The sun is also proof that it is flowing in its own way. This is very powerful and knows
everything
It is Allah's discretion.
DAMAGE / 7- Let the sky have paths,

- MOUNTAINS AND FEATURES:
NEBE / 6- Didn't we make the earth a cradle?
NEBE / 7- Didn't we make the mountains a pile?
LOKMAN / 10- He created the heavens directly, you see them. Heavy to shake you to earth
he left pressures (hard and large mountains) and produced there from each animal. A water from the
sky
we brought them down and raised plants from every beautiful couple (or every nice variety).

-PAIRS IN CREATION:
YASİN / 36- All the pairs of the plants of the earth, their own nafs and what they may not know
How great is the glory of God who created him.

WATCHING WINDS:
HICR / 22- We sent the winds as an inoculant and lowered water from the sky and watered you with
it. That water
You are not the one who keeps in the treasures.

-MORE OF THE SEAS:
RAHMAN / 19. (Bitter and sweet) released the two seas, meeting each other.
“20. But there is an obstacle between them, they do not interfere with each other.
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-HUMAN CREATION:
RESURRECTION / 36. Does the human think he will be left alone?
“/ 37. Wasn't that a drop (sperm) from the pouring plum water?

-GRAFT SHOOTING LAW:
Ra'd / 2. God is He who raised the heavens straight,
LOKMAN / 10- He created the heavens directly, you see them.
RAHMAN / 7. He raised the sky and put the balance (balance).
HAC / 65- He keeps the sky (protecting and holding it in the air) from falling down without
permission. Surely Allah
is very compassionate to people, very merciful.

-AIR PRESSURE:
EN'AM / 125- Whoever wants to guide Allah, he opens his heart to Islam. Whom to mislead
If he wants, he makes his chest narrow and distressed, as if he is rising into the sky. God, those who
do not believe
leaves it in such filth.
MATERIALISM AND RELIGION AND SCIENCE
This person of intelligence and conscience is the absurdity of an assertion that the world was formed
by chance.
understands easily. In short, every person who thinks by using his mind and conscience,
He can see his evidence with all its clarity. These people are mentioned in a verse as follows:

They chant Allah while standing, sitting, lying on their side and
They think about the creation of the heavens and the earth. (And they say :)
"Our Lord, you have not created this in vain. You are so great, us
protect from the torment of fire. "(Surah Al-i Imran, 191)
Therefore, Allah reveals people in the Qur'an the proofs of creation
around them.
calls to think and study. The systems that exist in the entire universe are
every person who studies inanimate beings, thinks and investigates what
they see
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He will begin to recognize the superior mind, knowledge and infinite
power of God. of God
Some of the issues that he calls people to think about are as follows:
It is reported:
Don't they look at the sky above them? How did we build it and
how did we decorate it? He has no cracks. Place (how)
Döşeyip-spring? We left unshakable mountains in him and he said,
and the heartwarming 'we've finished from every couple (nice plants).
(These are) 'Heartfelt
'An inner eye for wisdom' and 'for every servant' who turned to Allah

It is zig. And we brought holy (abundant and merciful) water from the sky;
so we finished the gardens and the grains to be cut with it. And each other
There are also high palm trees with buds lined up on it. (Kaf
Surah, 6-10)
Take a look, from what thing was it created? (Surah Tarik, 5)
For example, a scientist who studies the eyes only
when you see the complex system in the human eye,
by chance, that it cannot happen gradually.
moments. When you examine a little more, every detail in the formation
of the eye
He witnesses a miraculous creation. Your eyes are full with each other
seeing it consists of tens of separate parts working in harmony
and his admiration for God, who created him, is multiplied.
Likewise, a scientist who studies the universe is
he finds thousands of miraculous balances at the moment.
It is immense that it is not possible to determine its limits
billions of galaxies in space and these galaxies
the existence of billions of stars in great harmony
his sustainability gives him a great enthusiasm for research.
Because of these, a faithful human scientific research
about making and learning the secrets of the universe,
willing and determined. Considered to be the greatest genius of our time
who believed in an article by Albert Einstein (above left)
This igniting power of scientists
brought:
"I can argue that, religiously, cosmicly
intuition is much stronger in scientific studies
It is felt. There is no doubt that this feeling is
The first installers with the mentality were the strongest senses.
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The structure of the universe in a scientific and rational way
understanding gives people the deepest sense of faith.
The understanding of the universe they have grasped over the years,
He gave Kepler and Newton such deep emotions.
To taste the taste of Johannes Kepler Creator's works
saying that he is interested in science, the greatest science in history
Isaac Newton, one of his men, made his scientific research
the reason behind the effort to do is to find and know God
stated that.
Einstein set out from religious facts when determining people's goals
stated that they should get out:

Religion determines the real target of man. But which
science at the point that the means should be used
There are also things to say. Science is the truth
shaped by those who want to learn
It is installed by executing the frameworks. But, basically,
Religion is also largely at its source.
Any science that I don't have a deep faith in
I can't think of the man.
6

With the huge telescope that Edwin Hubble uses, the stars are both from
us,
he also discovered that they were constantly moving away from each
other.
If everything is diverging from each other in the universe, the only thing
this shows is
there was a result: the universe was expanding, that is, the materialists
claim
It was not as stationary as they did.
The fact that the universe cannot be stationary is actually Albert Einstein
he had theoretically calculated. However, as a result of these accounts,
the data he made were incompatible with the stationary universe model
of that period.
he did not dwell on this invention and left it aside.
Even a scientist who was considered the greatest genius of the century
like Einstein
influenced by materialist dogma and revealed this important discovery
He subtraction. Einstein later described this incident as "the greatest
error ".
Another important fact demonstrated by the expansion of the universe
there was: since the universe has expanded, backwards over time
when we go, the universe starts to expand from a single point
was appearing. As a result of the calculations, this single point
It was understood that it should have zero volume. This is the universe
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it appeared with the explosion of the point. "Big Bang" to this explosion
that is, it was called "Big Bang" .
In fact, the statement that this exploding point has zero volume
is used theoretically. Because of the zero volume expression
money is "absence". So the universe came out of nothing. The most
accurate
as "created from nothing".

The Big Bang theory clearly states the fact that the universe was created
out of nothing
It showed. But for this theory to be accepted,
evidence had to be found. George in 1948
Gamow, in case the universe is formed by a big explosion,
As Lemaitre previously stated, this explosion in the universe
that there is a residual radiation and that this radiation
He suggested that he should have an equal amount all over him.
This evidence that Gamow said should be found in a short time
appeared. In 1965, Arno Penzias and Robert Wilson
the researcher discovered these radiation residues. "Cosmic Fund
This radiation, called "radiation", is not of local origin,
it was a radiation scattered all over the universe. So for a long time
of the heat wave taken equally from all over the universe, the Big Bang
It turned out to be from the early times. Penzias and Wilson,
They won the Nobel Prize for these findings.
When 1989 was reached, the American Space Research Department
NASA launched COBE into space to investigate Cosmic Background
Radiation
sent his satellite. Precision placed in this advanced satellite
the scanners, Penzias and Wilson's measurements in a few minutes
confirmed in.
For example, the American known for his work on the Big Bang
scientist William Lane Craig makes this statement:
Indeed, the rule of "nothingness out of nothingness"
appropriately, a supernatural cause of the Big Bang
should be. Singularity before the explosion, all kinds
the boundary where time-space concepts end
is that the Big Bang has a physical reason
impossible. On the contrary, the cause of the Big Bang, physical
space and time completely transcended, completely from the universe
independent and unimaginably powerful
is required. Moreover, this reason is its own independent
There must be a conscious being who has the will ...
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So the reason for the origin of the universe is just because the universe
a will that, at its own will, existed a certain time ago
It is creative.
8

Science such as the fact of creation, biology, anatomy, paleontology
He pioneered scientists in the establishment of branches. creatures

first time in a classification and "founder of systematics"
known as Carl Linneaus; fossil science and comparative
Georges Cuvier, the founder of anatomy; hereditary laws first
Gregor Mendel, who discovered the science of genetics by discovering it
once or "19.
Louis Agassiz, who is regarded as "the greatest biologist of the 20th
century America"
great scientists, all living species by Allah
They made science knowing that it was created.
However, today it is desired to be put between religion and science.
forced separation, by science's own findings
It is refuted. Religion gives us the universe from nothing
teaches that it was created, and science, on the other hand,
finds evidence. Religion tells us that living things are
teaches that it was created by, science is alive
The proofs of this reality
reveals. Michael Denton (left), Nature's
At the end of his book Destiny, he said, "Once upon a time
Science, considered the biggest ally of skepticism, finally the second
thousand
At this time when we're finishing the year, Newton once
anthropocentric, as his followers wanted.
"has become the biggest defender of faith."
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Anthropocentric belief, the world for man by God
is the belief that it was created.
This conclusion made by science is that more and more scientists
It makes him sincerely believe in Allah. Famous biochemist
"Becoming a Creator or a nature beyond nature,"
believing in the existence of popular media stories
is much more than he describes; make up 90% of the general population
a belief that believers are different among scientists
why not "
42

Then this expresses the truth .
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But what is interesting is that the people in question blindly embrace
materialism.
is loyal and is about never leaving this "faith"
they show a surprising stubbornness. Harvard, a famous materialist

University professor of genetics Richard Lewontin, this bigoted
materialist
confesses his attitude as follows: We have a belief in materialism,
This is a priori (previously accepted, correctly assumed) belief. Us
what compels science to bring a materialist explanation to the world
not the methods and rules. On the contrary, a priori with materialism
because of our commitment, bringing a materialistic explanation to the
world
we construct research methods and concepts. Materialism is absolute
it is true that a divine explanation is allowed to enter the stage.
We can not.
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